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Abstract. There are huge numbers of documents in digital libraries. How to 
effectively organize these documents so that humans can easily browse or refer-
ence is a challenging task. Existing classification methods and chronological or 
geographical ordering only provide partial views of the news articles. The rela-
tionships among news articles might not be easily grasped. In this paper, we 
propose a near-duplicate copy detection approach to organizing news archives 
in digital libraries. Conventional copy detection methods use word-level fea-
tures which could be time-consuming and not robust to term substitutions. In 
this paper, we propose a sentence-level statistics-based approach to detect near-
duplicate documents, which is language independent, simple but effective. It’s 
orthogonal to and can be used to complement word-based approaches. Also it’s 
insensitive to actual page layout of articles. The experimental results showed 
the high efficiency and good accuracy of the proposed approach in detecting 
near-duplicates in news archives. 

Keywords: Near-duplicate document copy detection, sentence-level features, 
news archive organization. 

1   Introduction 

There are huge numbers of documents in digital libraries, for example, academic pa-
pers, news archives, and historic documents, to name a few. How to effectively organ-
ize these documents so that humans can easily browse or reference is a challenging 
task. Several existing methods might help better organizing them. For articles in news 
archives, they might be related to specific named entities such as people, event, time, 
location, and objects. Named entity recognition or extraction methods can extract 
these named entities with good accuracy. Text classification or clustering approaches 
could be used to effectively group news articles with similar semantic content into 
thematic topics. However, these classification methods in different dimensions only 
provide partial views of the news articles. For example, the relationships among news 
articles might not be easily grasped using these methods. Chronological ordering of 
news articles might organize according to their time of writing or archiving. Geo-
graphical information such as the place of writing or archiving provides another good 
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source of clues. However, time and location information may not be readily available 
if not explicitly specified in the news articles or their metadata. They are hard to pin-
point without further analysis of their relationships with other articles that have ex-
plicit time/location information. 

In this paper, we propose a different approach to organizing news archives in digi-
tal libraries. First, near-duplicate copy detection techniques are applied to articles in 
news archives. Features are extracted and similarity among documents is estimated. 
Then, the candidate lists of near-duplicates in the archive form several clusters of 
documents which might be combined with above-mentioned classification methods as 
an alternative way to organize them.   

Conventional document copy detection methods deal with the problem in two gen-
eral word-based approaches. First, exact or “almost identical” copies can be detected 
with document fingerprinting approaches. Second, similar or “relevant” documents 
can be identified using information retrieval approaches based on bag-of-word fre-
quencies. In the growing applications in Web community such as blogs, partial or 
“subset” copies are more common than exact copies of whole documents. Conven-
tional near-duplicate document copy detection methods are usually based on different 
types of content editing behaviors. For example, several subcategories of near-
duplicate copy detection are defined [12] based on the editing styles such as block 
adding/deletion, minor change, minor change and block edit, block reordering, bag-
of-word similarity, and exact copy. In this paper, we intend to focus on efficiently de-
tecting near-duplicates based on the editing results of documents.  

Several issues have to be addressed. First, conventional word-based features cannot 
be directly applied since the word features in an extracted text segment might be quite 
different from those in a target document. Second, efficiency is critical in real applica-
tions. Word-based approach usually requires comparison of word n-grams in source 
document with all candidates in the target documents to find all possible matches, 
which is time-consuming. Third, most word-based approaches try to speed up the 
matching process by using “hashed n-grams” or shingles [2]. However, the accuracy 
of detection could be significantly influenced if some terms were substituted in the 
copied segments.  

In this paper, we propose an effective sentence-level approach that exploits fea-
tures beyond word-level features. We try to somehow capture part of the writing style 
above the word semantics. The most representative sentence-level statistics are ex-
tracted from the documents, the sentence length. It’s the most primitive syntactic in-
formation about a document which could vary in different people’s writing styles. 
One important advantage of the approach is its independence of the specific language 
used in writing. Since only the sentence delimiter will be used in determining the 
boundaries, it’s insensitive to actual article layout. Also, it’s both efficient and effec-
tive in detecting partial copies of text segments. The promising experimental results 
showed high accuracy of detection and good efficiency of our proposed approach.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists some related work. In  
Section 3, the details of the proposed approach are illustrated. Section 4 presents the ex-
periments and potential applications of the approach. In Section 5, we list the conclusions. 
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2   Related Work 

The research field of document copy detection has received much attention thanks to 
many popular applications on the Web, for example, duplicate Web page detection [5] 
and removal in Web search engines, document versioning and plagiarism detection 
[6] in digital libraries, and duplicate document removal in databases [1][9]. Conven-
tionally, there are two general approaches to near-duplicate document copy detection: 
document fingerprinting and bag-of-word similarity. Document fingerprinting ap-
proaches [4] can detect almost-identical documents with hash-value based checksum 
or “fingerprint”. Earlier copy detection systems such as SCAM [9] and COPS [1] are 
some examples. Bag-of-word similarity approaches try to identify relevant documents 
with similar distribution of word frequencies.  

New applications in Web community such as weblogs and wikis raise new chal-
lenges to the existing approaches. First, there are more partial or “subset” copies than 
exact copies of the whole document. Copy detection techniques dealing with whole 
document matching might not be directly applicable to the partial copy cases. There 
are similar efforts in detecting documents with “intermediate-level similarity” be-
tween the semantic relevance and syntactically identical. For example, Shulman [10] 
targeted at the task of near-duplicate detection in notice and public comment rulemak-
ing. Yang and Callan [12] proposed an instance-level constrained clustering approach 
that incorporates additional information such as document attributes and content 
structure into the clustering process to form near-duplicate clusters. 

3   The Proposed Approach 

The basic idea of the proposed approach is to use sentence-level features, i.e. sentence 
length, as an alternative to word-based features. The system architecture of the main 
functional blocks is illustrated in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Architecture of the main functional blocks 

The source data is first converted into a feature string, a numeric sequence repre-
senting the number of words in sentences, by the feature extraction module. Some 
pre-processing steps such as HTML markup removal and stopword removal might be 
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applied first. The similarity estimation module then extracts feature vectors from the 
feature string and indexes them into the feature database which records the (Feature 
vector, Document ID) pairs. 

For a given query, the same feature extraction procedure is used to generate a 
query feature string. The feature vectors extracted from the querying feature string are 
then used to search the feature database. A ranking scheme would then be applied to 
order the candidate set of query results by their similarity scores.  

3.1   Feature Extraction 

In feature extraction module, text-based sentences are determined by the pre-defined 
delimiter set. A string of text would be considered a single sentence if and only if it 
satisfies both conditions: (1) the string is between two arbitrary symbols defined in 
the delimiter set; and (2) it does not contain any symbol defined in the delimiter set. 
For example, punctuation marks such as “.” and “!” are included in the delimiter set. 
Delimiters should be chosen carefully, because it would influence the result of con-
version and also the quality of subsequent functions. The output of feature extraction 
would be a numeric sequence, the feature string for the document. Further processing 
would be done on the feature string instead of the original text content. 

3.2   Similarity Estimation 

In order to detect partial document copies, a sliding window is used to extract feature 
vectors, the sub-sequences from the original feature strings, for similarity estimation. 
There are two major parameters: the window size WS and the sliding step width SW. 
Window size defines the constant length of the current feature vectors that we’re deal-
ing with, and sliding step width defines the number of elements to slide through at 
each step. It is referred as jumping window if SW > 1 [13]. For static jumping, SW is 
constant during indexing. For example, for feature string [0123456789…] (with 
WS=4 and SW=2), the first two extracted feature vectors would be [0123] and [2345] 
respectively. The effect of varying window size and sliding step width is listed in  
Fig. 2. We would verify these effects in later section. 

small Window Size large 
 

More collision 
Higher recall 

Larger index size 
Higher precision 
Less robustness 

small Sliding Step Width large 
 

Larger index size 
Higher recall 

Higher data loss 

Fig. 2. The effect of window size and sliding step width 

Considering the case when the feature strings are [0123456789…] and 
[1234567890…] respectively. It should be identified as near-duplicate for the 
matched segment [123456789]. However, in previous example of static jumping 
(where WS=4 and SW=2), we will not be able to find any match between the feature 
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vectors extracted from the two feature strings, since none of the respective features vec-
tors [0123], [2345], [4567], ..., and [1234], [3456], [5678], …, will match. 
To avoid such situation due to the jumping in feature string, we only applied static 
jumping window in indexing stage to reduce the database size in our implementation. 

Instead of indexing the extracted feature vector in each sliding step, another 
scheme called dynamic jumping might be applied to decrease the number of indexed 
records and to reduce the storage space usage. The idea of dynamic jumping is de-
scribed as follows: If the leading SW elements (En, En+1, …, En+SW-1) at the current 
window position are equal to the SW elements at the previous window (En-SW, En-SW+1, 
…, En-1), that is, the SW elements in front of the current window, and also equal to the 
SW elements at the next window (En+SW, En+SW+1, …, En+2SW-1), then discard the current 
window since the repeated pattern has been extracted in the adjacent vectors. 

When determining if two numeric sequences are near-duplicates, we set a minimum 
matching threshold t, which controls the minimum number of contiguously matched 
sub-sequences before being considered as near-duplicates. The minimum matching 
length could be expressed as follows: 

LengthMIN_Match = WS + SW * (t – 1). (1) 

When t=1, we’re only considering the effect of window size for determining if two 
sequences are near-duplicates. Assume that there are two configurations with different 
windows sizes WSL > WSS, step widths SWL and SWS, thresholds tL and tS, respectively. 
If we fix the minimum matching length, then we have: 

LengthMIN_Match = WSS + SWS * (tS – 1) = WSL + SWL * (tL – 1). (2) 

With the constraint of fixed index size, we would get that SWL > SWS. The relation-
ship among these arguments is shown as Fig. 3.  

Sliding 
out 

←  →
Window Size 

←  →
Step 

Width 

 Sliding  
in 

 ←  →
Minimum matched sub-sequence length 

(t = 2) 

   

← The match could be started here ←  →
Shorter SW and larger t 

(t = 6) 

Fig. 3. The relationship among parameters. The top half shows the case of larger window size 
WSL while the bottom half shows the smaller windows size WSS. 

From equation (2), we could see that a configuration with smaller window size is more 
flexible and might achieve higher recall than the one with larger window size because 
shorter SW implies that the matched sub-sequence or feature vector could start at more 
points. The case of smaller windows size also preserves more details about original feature 
string because of shorter SW. However it requires more computation because tS > tL. 

3.3   Ranking Scheme 

After similarity estimation, there could be more than one document matching feature  
vectors extracted from a given query Q. We assume that the more matches of a document 
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by a feature vector in Q, the more relevant the query is. Then, the similarity score of a 
document to a query Q would be calculated based on its weighted sum of the number of 
matched feature vectors. That is, a document is more likely to contain duplicated content 
with the query if it has a higher score. Finally, we could rank the documents in the candi-
date set according to their scores.  

4   Experiments 

The experiments are divided into two parts. First, the effects and relationship among 
various parameter configurations were evaluated. Then, the performance of different 
matching and ranking schemes were compared. All experiments were carried out on 
the same desktop PC with Intel Pentium 4 3.0 GHz CPU and 2 GB DDR2 RAM. 

4.1   Parameter Fine-Tuning 

The first experiment was conducted to evaluate the effects and relationship among pa-
rameter configurations. We first collected the proceedings of WWW and SIGIR con-
ferences from 2004 to 2006, a total of 1,090 papers in PDF format. These papers were 
converted to text files to form the source data set. Then, we selected the 27 nominated 
best paper award candidates and extracted their introduction and conclusion sections 
into a single query file as the test query. For each selected paper, this step could be 
regarded as the copying and editing behaviors; while the query file could be consid-
ered as a near-duplicate of each selected paper. We tested our proposed approach us-
ing 15 different parameter configurations as listed in Table 1.  

Table 1. Various parameter configurations and their index statistics 

Notation WS SW DJ Index number Index time (sec.)
WS08SW1 8 1 No 545,254 2.233 
WS08SW1wDJ 8 1 Yes 508,468 2.096 
WS08SW2 8 2 No 273,442 0.984 
WS16SW1 16 1 No 536,642 2.475 
WS16SW1wDJ 16 1 Yes 501,422 2.310 
WS16SW2 16 2 No 269,135 0.951 
WS16SW4 16 4 No 135,386 0.404 
WS32SW1 32 1 No 519,426 3.132 
WS32SW1wDJ 32 1 Yes 486,835 2.716 
WS32SW4 32 4 No 131,082 0.479 
WS32SW8 32 8 No 66,338 0.209 
WS64SW1 64 1 No 485,134 3.457 
WS64SW1wDJ 64 1 Yes 456,995 3.121 
WS64SW8 64 8 No 62,039 0.310 
WS64SW16 64 16 No 31,827 0.139 

Note that, for each WS setting, we only applied the dynamic jumping (denoted as 
DJ in the table) scheme to the case SW=1 for comparison. Since the purpose of these 
experiments was to evaluate the effect of various parameter configurations, no rank-
ing were done here. The matched documents by any feature vector extracted from the 
query file would be added to query result. As shown in Table 1, we could see that the 
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dynamic jumping scheme reduced the number of indexed feature vectors by around 
7% and index time by around 10% of the original in indexing stage. Under these con-
figurations, we tested the query performance in terms of the efficiency and effective-
ness as shown in Tables 2 and 3. 

Table 2. Search time in querying stage 

Configuration Search time (sec.) Configuration Search time (sec.)
WS8SW1 6.469 WS32SW1 0.344 
WS8SW1wDJ 1.766 WS32SW1wDJ 0.297 
WS8SW2 3.204 WS32SW4 0.141 
  WS32SW8 0.078 
WS16SW1 0.219 WS64SW1 0.125 
WS16SW1wDJ 0.172 WS64SW1wDJ 0.125 
WS16SW2 0.156 WS64SW8 0.078 
WS16SW4 0.109 WS64SW16 0.062 

Table 3. Query result of various configurations 

Configuration Recog. Total Recall Precision F1 
WS8SW1 26 570 0.963 0.046 0.087 
WS8SW1wDJ 26 353 0.963 0.074 0.137 
WS8SW2 26 459 0.963 0.057 0.107 
WS16SW1 24 24 0.889 1.0 0.941 
WS16SW1wDJ 24 24 0.889 1.0 0.941 
WS16SW2 24 24 0.889 1.0 0.941 
WS16SW4 23 23 0.852 1.0 0.920 
WS32SW1 12 12 0.444 1.0 0.615 
WS32SW1wDJ 12 12 0.444 1.0 0.615 
WS32SW4 12 12 0.444 1.0 0.615 
WS32SW8 12 12 0.444 1.0 0.615 
WS64SW1 1 1 0.037 1.0 0.071 
WS64SW1wDJ 1 1 0.037 1.0 0.071 
WS64SW8 1 1 0.037 1.0 0.071 
WS64SW16 1 1 0.037 1.0 0.071 

We use the term recognition to denote the number of selected papers found in 
query result. We could see that the dynamic jumping scheme improved the efficiency 
without losing the effectiveness of the query result. We could also find that recall 
dropped dramatically as the window size increased. Nevertheless, precision reached 
1.0 when window size is larger than or equal to 16. This observation is encouraging 
that the proposed approach is discriminative enough with low cost. 

Note that one of the selected papers could not be matched by all queries. We 
checked this paper and found that the introduction and conclusion of the poster paper 
are too short. There are also problems for converting PDF to text file, such as unex-
pected hyphenation to break single words into two. This requires manual processing 
before further experiments can be done. 

4.2   Evaluation on Similarity Estimation and Ranking  

When we adopted a smaller window size (WS=8), the precision was quite low as in 
Table 3. The reason could be lots of false positives incurred by matching smaller 
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fragment of numeric string. Thus, we further applied our ranking scheme to improve 
the precision. As shown in Table 4, we simply compared the top 27 of the ranked list 
with the original result without ranking. It could be found that our ranking scheme 
helped to achieve high precision without sacrificing much recall. 

Table 4. Query performance with and without ranking 

Configuration Recog. Total Recall Precision F1 
WS8SW1wDJ 26 353 0.963 0.074 0.137 
WS8SW1wDJ, w/ ranking, top 27 25 27 0.926 0.926 0.926 

The second experiment was conducted on a larger data set to evaluate our similar-
ity estimation and ranking schemes. The source data set is shown in Table 5. We se-
lected six English document collections from NTCIR-4 Test Collections for CLIR 
task [7]. 30 documents from each collection, that is, a total of 180 documents, were 
randomly selected as the test queries. Then we manually composed the query file in 
the same manner as the previous experiments. At most 10 paragraphs per document 
(about 6 paragraphs per document on the average) were copied. Note that documents 
in this dataset (news articles), were much shorter in general and more varied in length 
than the previous one (academic papers). 

Table 5. Source data set 

Document collection # of doc Size (MB)
EIRB010 (Taiwan News and Chinatimes Eng-
lish News, 1998 - 1999) 

10,204 24.6

Hong Kong Standard (1998 – 1999) 96,856 253.2
Korea Times (1998 – 1999) 19,599 55.9
Korea Times (2000 – 2001) 30,530 81.1
Mainichi Daily News (1998 – 1999) 12,723 33.3
Mainichi Daily News (2000 – 2001) 12,155 26.3
Total 182,067 474.4

The feature database in this experiment was stored on disk instead of in memory 
because it’s much larger in size. The query data set was indexed with two configura-
tions: WS8SW1 (WS=8 and SW=1) and WS16SW2 (WS=16 and SW=2). To concen-
trate our attention on the performance of ranking scheme, dynamic jumping was  
disabled in both configurations. Summary of index statistics for these two configura-
tions is listed in Table 6. It took much longer to index because of the extra time  
requirement introduced by disk access. The performance comparison among configu-
rations with various minimum matching threshold t is shown in Table 7.  

Table 6. Summary of index statistics 

Metrics WS8SW1 WS16SW2 
Index number 5,356,152 2,195,642 
Index time (second) 2,100.49 274.58 
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Table 7. Performance comparison among configurations with various thresholds t 

Configuration Time Recog. Total R P F1 
WS8SW1, t=1 0.156 178 230 0.989 0.774 0.868
WS8SW1, t=3 0.172 175 198 0.972 0.884 0.926
WS8SW1, t=5 0.188 163 168 0.906 0.970 0.937
WS8SW1, t=9 0.188 143 146 0.794 0.979 0.877
WS16SW2, t=1 0.094 139 141 0.772 0.986 0.866

R: Recall, P: Precision 

For different thresholds t, recall decreased and precision increased as t increased. 
Comparing the case t=1 of WS16SW2 with the case t=9 of WS8SW1 in Table 7, 
which is an example of Fig. 3, we verified that smaller windows size was more flexi-
ble and achieved higher recall than larger ones under the assumptions of invariant 
minimum matching length and constant index size. However, it would take longer 
time for query. There is a tradeoff between efficiency and efficacy. 

4.3   Possible Applications 

The motivation of this work is to detect quotation without explicit reference to the 
original news articles. It could be applied in other situations. For example, when a 
blogger is posting a new article on the blog site, the system checks the submitted con-
tent against the protected archive. If any matched article is found, notification would 
be sent to the posting user and the authors of matched candidates.  

In addition to triggering the detection by a query document, for some applications, 
we have only one data set, for example, the collection of Web pages. The proposed 
approach could be easily modified to handle such case. Instead of extracting and in-
dexing feature vectors from feature string of each document, similarity scores among 
documents would be calculated. Then, documents could be clustered into groups 
based on the similarity scores and clustering policy.  

Link analysis has been proven effective for many Web applications, such as Web 
page ranking and classification. However, explicit hyperlinks do not exist among 
news articles. One possible solution is to introduce an alternative resource of links 
among articles, that is, implicit links [8][11]. Under the assumption that documents 
with the same duplicated content could be regarded relevant to each other, our pro-
posed approach could be modified to identify this kind of implicit links.  

5   Conclusions 

In this paper, we propose a sentence-level statistics-based near-duplicate copy detection 
approach to organizing news archives in digital libraries. The proposed approach is lan-
guage-independent, simple but effective. It is orthogonal to and can be used to comple-
ment conventional word-based approaches. The experimental results show the potential 
of its effectiveness and efficiency in near-duplicate document copy detection for news 
archive. One possible limitation of the approach is that it could not effectively handle 
the well-structured syntactic paragraphs with repetitive or regular sentence length pat-
tern, for example, Tang poetry or lyrics, since their sentence lengths carry not much in-
formation about the document content. Further investigation is needed to exploit such 
special application in copy detection. 
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